On November 13, 2011 faculty and students gathered at Albert “Ray” Massey Westside Park for the 2nd Annual Student vs. Faculty Softball Game. Perfect weather set the scene for this annual battle between the defending faculty champions and the students. Faculty, friends, family, and students came out to cheer for their teams.

The faculty were first up to bat, and thanks to some remarkable play and a home run by Professor Kirk, they took an early lead. Students lagged most of the game until early in the fourth inning when Junior Alix Ekus hit the first student home run and the tide started to turn. Consistent play by Andy Zaleski and Michelle Kane brought the students up to a sixth inning lead. The faculty mounted a comeback led by another home run by Professor Kirk, but in the end the students proved victorious in a 10-9 finish in the seventh. Michelle Kane was named Most Valuable Player.
Following the game, students and faculty gathered for burgers and hotdogs. It was a great opportunity for students and faculty to get to know one another and to talk about things unrelated to journal entries and balance sheets.

Thanks to Fisher School of Accounting Council and Beta Alpha Psi for sponsoring the event.